


EICS is the European Summit on Emerging Technologies.

It’s a key conference aiming to help entrepreneurial,  
technical and creative minds to build the future
and spread the voice about their work.



Leading names of emerging technologies for 
two days of demos, workshops, business  
meetings and inspiring keynotes.

Practical case studies from corporates, agencies  
and startups giving real examples on how to  
implement new cutting edge technologies into  
company projects and new businesses.





Professionals meeting professionals in an open exchange 
of information and expertise: business leaders, immersive 
tech developers, designers and industry pioneers.

Inspirational speakers: speakers and projects across
the different fields of Manufacturing, Mobility & Smart 
Tourism, Healthcare,  Architecture and Design, 
Art and Entertainment.

Business-driven: EICS is built up and studied
to involve companies, professionals and investors working 
on new technologies sharing the tools to innovate.





An event for CEOs, CTOs, CMOs
and anyone dealing with innovation: AR, VR  
and emerging technologies to help growing  
your businesses increasing productivity,  
efficiency and overall performances.

Explore and learn throughout  
workshops and hands-on demos.

For project managers, engineers,  
developers and designers to learn how  
to develop software and new projects  
innovating products and processes.



LORENZO MONTAGNA

AR e VR Advisor,  
Technology Consulting,  
PwC Italia

ANRICK BREGMAN

Immersive director and  
founder of ANRK Studio

ELENA MALAKHATKA

Director of VR Sci Lab  
at KTH Royal Institute  
of Technology

RUPERT BREHENY

VR Manager, Google



CHRISTOPHE MALLET

Co-founder of  
BODYSWAPS

OLGA KRAVCHENKO

Co-founder and CEO  
of Musemio

JACOPO PANTALEONI

Principal Engineer
and Research Scientist  
at NVIDIA

CHRISTOPHER LAFAYETTE

Founder and CEO of  
The Armada T.E.C.H.



WORKSHOPS

Find out how existing  
immersive technologies can  
be useful to your business,  
your company, your work.

Be inspired by projects  
and vision of international  

innovators who work  
everyday with immersive  

technologies.

Learn how to apply and use  
the technologies you

have just tried.

NETWORKING
Take the opportunity  
of gathering together

to share thoughts, ideas  
and to discuss inspiring  

new projects.

EXPERIENCE
ROOM

CONFERENCE



MILAN – LE VILLAGE BY CA

Born from an old monastery of 1400
in the center of Milan: a space of 2.700  
msq, in Corso Porta Romana, 61.

Le Village by CA is: the Place, the Living  
Lab, meeting rooms and flexible spaces 
to host startups, partners and events.

At the same time a wonderful oasis of peace 
and a focal point for innovation and business 
in the middle of one of the fastest growing 
metropolises of the world.

2700 m2

space

28
startups

16
partner



Finish off a day of inspiration with some  
fun at the EICS 2020 after-party.

Included in the ticket you can expect drinks,  
food, music and a chance to hang out with the 
speakers and the experts of XR scene.



PARTNER WITH US:

A unique opportunity to showcase cutting-edge 
technologies, products or services.

Partnering with EICS gives your business the ideal 
context to showcase your tech solutions to a selected 
audience of relevant professionals gathered in a 
unique location at once.



BECOME A SPONSOR:

Elevate your company’s awareness!

Position yourself as thought leader alongside  
the best in the industry, gain brand exposure 
and raise your credibility.

We have multiple solutions for you, from  
small contributions to silver sponsorships.



INNOVATION TECHNOLOGIES  
ARE OUR SUPER POWER

“Nature and technological artifact are atoms 
of a hybrid material that identifies itself with
a multidimensionality, where human abilities are 
transformed, enriched, increased and enhanced.”

FROM THE BOOK “LA SCIMMIA VESTITA” – TUNIZ, VIPRAIO.



EICS Head Office
info@eicsummit.com  
tel. 049 871 8624

MAIN SPONSORS

eicsummit.com

SPONSORS

mailto:info@eicsummit.com
https://eicsummit.com/
https://www.facebook.com/eicsummit/
https://twitter.com/eicsummit
https://www.linkedin.com/company/eics-european-immersive-computing-summit/
https://www.instagram.com/eics_summit/

